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Abstract
This investigation studied the effects of velocity gradient on stagnation point heat flux in
a high-enthalpy, incompressible plasma facility at the University of Vermont. This was done by
measuring heat flux with slug calorimeters of various body geometries (which is a parameter
directly influencing velocity gradient). As the slug was made of copper, it was important to
investigate the effects of oxidation on the slug surface. This was done to assure that variations
in heat flux measurements were mostly due to changes in velocity gradient. It was found that
the oxidation layer developed very quickly and had little discernable effect on the heat flux of
the slug. This allowed for further tests to single out the stagnation point velocity gradient as the
only contributor to the change in heat flux. Tests were then conducted analyzing the effect the
stagnation point velocity gradient had on the heat flux into various slug calorimeter geometries.
The results obtained from the varying calorimeter body geometries provide a suitable
investigation into the study of isolating the sensitivity of heat flux to the velocity gradient, .

Comparative studies using the same calorimeter body geometries at the similarly scaled NASA
Langley HYMETS facility will provide a good follow up to this research to identify the similarities
between compressible and non-compressible flows.
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Nomenclature
Latin






Re
R
r
h
k
q”
A
Pr
Sc
Le

Specific Heat
Length of Slug [m]
Temperature [C]
Thickness of Metal Face [m]
Time [s]
Reynolds’ number [-]
Outer Radius
Inner Radius
Enthalpy [J]
Mass Flow [kg/s]
Thermal Conductivity
Heat Flux
Area [m2]
Prandtl Number [Cpμ/k]
Schmidt Number [μ/ D]
Lewis Number [Sc/Pr]

Greek


Density [kg/m3]
Viscosity [kg/(s-m)]
Velocity Gradient [m/s]

Subscripts

Stagnation
e
Boundary Layer Edge
w
wall
Inlet
B
Base
eff
Effective
Hemi Hemisphere
BB
Blunt Body
Acronyms
BLE
TPS
DC
AC

Boundary Layer Edge
Thermal Protection System
Direct Current
Alternating Current

HYMETS Hypersonic Materials Environmental Test System
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
When an entry vehicle reenters a planetary atmosphere it does so at hypersonic speeds.
For example, the Orion spacecraft is anticipated to have a peak entry velocity of about 7.6 km/s
during return from the ISS and about 15 km/s during return from planetary missions. This
corresponds to 29 MJ/kg to 225 MJ/kg of kinetic energy, respectively. As the vehicle decelerates
a large portion of this energy is transferred to thermal energy through shock heating from a
developed bow shockwave in front of the vehicle, creating a highly dissociated and ionized flow.
This extreme aerothermal environment requires the use of specialized materials integrated into
the vehicles thermal protection system (TPS), which can withstand the high heat fluxes,
aggressive chemistry, and subsequent 2000+ C surface temperatures.
As the stagnation point of the vehicle’s TPS is normally the point of highest heat flux and
temperature it is understandable that most material qualification campaigns are done from a
stagnation point heating emulation approach. Traditionally, there are two facility types that can
be used to generate sufficiently high enthalpy plasma environments to facilitate such high
enthalpy stagnation point heating testing; arc-heated (or arc-jet) plasma facilities and
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) facilities.
Arc heaters (Figure 1.1) have the capability to simulate hypersonic aeroheating just as
well as an ICP; however, they use a high DC (opposed to AC) voltage source to create an
electrical arc between a cathode and electrode to ionize the test gas. Along this discharge
distance, gases are blown in tangentially around the cylinder enclosing the arc. This creates a
vortex that stabilizes the arc. A plenum is created in the cathode, after which the test gas is then
passed through a convergent-divergent nozzle providing a supersonic or hypersonic
compressible flow to the test article.

19

Figure 1.1: Arc Jet Facility Rendering
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Alternatively, inductive coupling uses an oscillating magnetic field to ionize gasses and
heat the test gases (Figure 1.2). ICP setups can vary depending on their use and the availability
of resources, but they all stem from the same general design. The main component of an ICP
torch is a high power radio frequency (RF) power supply. A coil coming from the power supply is
wrapped around a quartz tube where test gas will flow through. As the test gas passes through
the coil, the RF power supply inductively heats the gas through electron excitation to a point of
ionization. Argon is a typical starting gas used in ICP facilities due to the relative ease at which it
can be ionized. Once a stable argon plasma is established, test gas is then introduced. As a result
of gas temperatures in the induction zone approaching 10,000 K, the injector block must be
rigorously cooled. Eventually the plasma reaches an equilibrium state where it will remain at a
constant temperature.

Figure 1.2: ICP Facility Rendering
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There are two notable differences between arc-jets and ICP facilities. One is that the
inductively coupled method of adding energy to the flow presents no electrode contact with
test gases providing a more chemically pure testing environment when compared to arc-jets. A
second, and a significant crux to this research project, is that ICPs are almost always subsonic
(on the rare occasion they can run supersonically) providing incompressible flow while arc jets
are supersonic/hypersonic and thus, compressible flow environments. This latter aspect plays a
substantial role in how the heat flux of the testing environment is interpreted.
Fletcher and Playez17 noted that for the incompressible case stagnation point heat flux
can be modeled from White18 as:
"  0.763 . 

.  ! " 
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(1)

and that for the compressible flow case stagnation point heat flux can be modeled from FayRiddell11 as:

"  0.76 . 
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(2)

Here the term accounting for chemical reactions was removed for discussion purposes. The
main difference at first glance is flow terminology. For the incompressible case flow properties
at the boundary layer edge and free stream will be identical as will properties at the wall and
stagnation region by definition of subsonic incompressible flow properties. The main difference

between the subsonic and supersonic testing cases should be the velocity gradient, . This was

shown by comparing velocity gradient-normalized heat flux measurements between ICP and

arc-heated facilities17. It was found that with proper care, ICP and arc heater stagnation point
test data can be meaningfully compared.
Understanding how both compressible, and incompressible ground test plasma facilities

heat flux measurements respond to values of  is necessary to this study. It is agreed upon that

one means to adequately match the flight environment is to duplicate the velocity gradient,
boundary layer edge enthalpy, and total pressure in the ground test environment, as illustrated
by Figure 1.3. These parameters can be tailored to meet specific preferences through altering
the geometric configuration of a slug calorimeter body. In a plasma jet, calorimeter body
geometry dictates the velocity gradient at the stagnation point, which in turn affects the
stagnation point heat flux. This experiment investigates whether the geometry of a slug
calorimeter placed in a subsonic inductively coupled plasma jet facility can be altered such that
the stagnation point heat flux will simulate that of hypersonic conditions in both NASA HYMETS
Arc Heater facility, and in real hypersonic flight scenarios. The NASA Langley facility uses a
hypersonic Arc Heater, opposed to the subsonic inductively coupled plasma torch used in this
experiment. The reasoning behind this mismatch is to show that, through changing the
calorimeter geometry, the velocity gradients at the stagnation point for both subsonic and
hypersonic testing facilities can be made equal. Using this relation, a subsonic testing facility can
simulate hypersonic testing conditions, and vice versa. Once this relation is found, both subsonic
and hypersonic testing facilities can be used to more accurately simulate real world hypersonic
flight conditions.

7

Figure 1.3: ICP Facility vs. Flight conditions
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To assess the geometric effects on the heat transfer of a slug calorimeter three
calorimeter body geometries with varying edge radii will be used. Increasing edge radius will
provide more side relief to the flow, effectively increasing the stagnation point velocity.
Increasing the edge radius in a subsonic facility will, hypothetically, improve its representation
of hypersonic flow conditions. At a certain edge radius hypersonic conditions are met, any
increase in radius from this point provides a range of different hypersonic conditions, while any
decrease in radius from this point drops the conditions back into the realm of subsonic. This
experiment intends to determine which subsonic geometrical configurations constitute which
hypersonic conditions so that a scaling factor can be determined between facilities.
Changing the velocity gradient of the system is one of several ways to alter heat flux
measurements. To isolate the effects of geometric configuration, care is being taken to analyze
the effect catalytic recombination has on the heat flux into the system. This oxidation reaction is
a challenge faced when trying to accurately measure the heat flux rate into a surface
experiencing recombination reactions. As the surface acts as a catalyst for the reactions, the
resultant oxide formed by the reaction begins to build up on the surface. This reduces the
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available reactive area and creates difficulties when trying to measure the heat transfer rates
due to recombination because it diminishes over time. Oxidation is at play during any
experimental procedure using a slug calorimeter. As long as successive trials are carried out
within the same experimental conditions it can be assumed that the oxidation is equivalent for
each test. To quantify the effect of oxidation on the surface heat transfer rate, two heat transfer
rates experienced by a surface at different known oxidation levels must be compared.
Oxidation levels vary based on the exposure time of the slug in the jet. More time spent in the
jet means the surface has more time to oxidize. Therefore, the slug can be pre-prepared to a
known oxidation level by exposing it to the jet for a specific timeframe. Samples of varying
oxidation levels can then be tested and compared to see how the heat transfer rate is affected
for each different sample. Oxidation analysis will show how its augmentation to our heat flux is
negligible during our velocity gradient variation experiments.
1.2 Objective
This experimentation attempts to assess exclusively the effects of geometry changing
the velocity gradient to alter the heat flux; however, there are many parameters that effect heat
flux. All additional parameters will be held as constant as possible, but the catalytic effects of
surface recombination on the heat flux must be tested in order to eliminate its effects.
Initially, a series of slug calorimeters with different geometries were tested in UVM’s 30
kW ICP Facility. This facility provides a high enthalpy, subsonic (and thus, incompressible)
plasma testing environment. Most of the work will focus within this facility. In order to isolate
heat flux sensitivity to geometry alone, a campaign will be conducted to assess how oxidation
affects heat flux.
A comparison experimental campaign within the NASA Langley Research Center
HYMETS (Hypersonic Materials Environmental Test System) facility is then proposed and
discussed at the end. The HYMETS Facility offers a unique hypersonic flow environment that is
geometrically comparable to UVM’s 30 KW ICP Facility. Analyzing heat fluxes from various
calorimeter geometries in both types of flow conditions will help to assess the required scaling
between the facilities. If this scaling can be quantified, both facilities could then use modified
slug calorimeter geometries to simulate real world hypersonic flight conditions.
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2. Theory and Experimental Method
2.1 Theory
2.1.2 Heat Flux Measurement Techniques
Measurement techniques available for high enthalpy heat flux measurements include water
cooled calorimeters, gardon gauges, thin skin calorimeters, null-point calorimeters, and slug
calorimeters. This section briefly details each measurement technique, but the main work will
utilize the slug calorimeter which will be discussed more thoroughly in section 2.1.3.
Water Cooled Calorimeter:
Water cooled calorimetry is a technique that measures the amount of energy absorbed
by a coolant fluid circulating behind a front plate in contact with a high enthalpy flow12,4. Heat
flux from the surface plate to the coolant is reliant on the mass flow rate and the temperature
rise of the coolant, as well as the surface area of the contact between the front plate and the
coolant where heat is transferred across. Knowing these, the coolant can be found to remove
heat from the front plate at a rate of:


' ' ('

)

! #' 

(3)

A drawback to using a water cooled calorimeter is that the heat flux across the surface plate to
the coolant is not uniform across the plate. This means that the heat flux measurement taken
from this method is the average of several heat fluxes across the face of the plate.
Gardon Gauge:
Gardon gauges use the temperature difference across a metal foil in a cavity between a heat
sink to determine the heat flux of the heat sink4. When the Gardon gauge is exposed to a heat
source, the heat absorbed by the foil is conducted outward to the heat sink creating a parabolic
temperature distribution. A direct relation between the change in temperature from the center
of the foil to the outside edge and the rate at which the sink is being heated allows the heat flux
to be calculated using:


4+
 ! $ 
, ( !  ( 

(4)

At the center of the foil; however, the radius is zero (r = 0) so the equation simplifies to:


4+
 ! $ 
,(

(5)

Gardon gauges are limited by their low sensitivity, restricted surface temperature, and response
time. The sensitivity depends on the difference between the center and edge temperature of
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the foil and can be increased by making the metal foil larger in diameter or thinner. Conversely,
the range of surface temperatures can be increased by making the metal foil smaller in diameter
or thicker.
Thin Skin Calorimeter:
The thin skin calorimeter setup is a simple technique that uses the temperature change over
time of the back of a thin metal face7,4. The temperature change over time is taken and applied
to the heat flux equation:
  - 

.
.

(6)

using the thickness of the metal face s. This is an inexpensive instrument however it is
susceptible to lateral conduction, and accuracy is dependent on the material properties of the
thin metal face.
Null Point Calorimeter:
A null point calorimeter is made from a mass with a hole drilled in the back through to
within a few millimeters of the front surface8,4. The null point is the center location in the
bottom of the drilled hole that exhibits a temperature change identical to the surface
temperature change that would be seen if there was no hole drilled into the mass. Extensive
calculations have determined that for this relation to occur, the ratio between the hole radius
and the axial distance of the null point must be 1.4. Thermocouples are attached to the null
point to determine the heat flux rate of the flow into the mass. Null point calorimeters use is
restricted by the difficulty of consistently attaching thermocouple wires to the null point, and
there short fall in determining high heat flux rates over short exposure times.
Slug Calorimeter:
A slug calorimeter is a simple method that measures the transfer of heat one
dimensionally into, in this experimental case, a cylindrical copper piece, termed the slug. The
slug is fitted into a piece of metal called the body, where it is exposed only at the surface facing
the heat source. Slug calorimetry was chosen in this experimental investigation because the
geometric body configuration is easily modifiable. This is aided by its ability to be cheaply, and
easily, manufactured. Modification of the calorimeter body is essential to vary the stagnation
point heat flux, thereby making this method ideal for the tests performed in this experiment.
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2.1.3 Slug Calorimetry in More Detail
There are a large number of complications that need to be considered when measuring the
heat transfer rate at a surface in a high enthalpy flow. Hypersonic velocities create high
temperature effects, shock wave phenomena, and molecular disassociation of ionized gasses
that all make it very difficult to predict the conditions at the stagnation point of the boundary
layer edge. Although difficult, various methods have been created for measuring the heat
transfer rates in high enthalpy flows. The technique used in this research was a thermal
capacitance (slug) calorimeter.
When using a slug calorimeter, shape of the body is very important in generating an
accurate heat transfer equation due to the aerodynamic effect when the calorimeter is placed in
a hypersonic flow. The quality of an insulating gap between the slug and body is essential to
eliminate side heating and side losses. Measurement of the heat flux into the slug is based on
the temperature change over time on the back side of the slug, represented by:
  - 

.
.

(7)

where  is the length of the slug5,4. Heat losses must always be accounted for in any calorimeter
technique. To eliminate these losses from the heat flux calculation for this method, the rate at

which heat dissipates from the slug after it is removed from the heat source must be reduced
from the heat flux into the system when it is exposed to the heat source. This results in the
equation:
  - 

.
.
! - 
.
. /0$$

(8)

The total temperature change over time of the system when the slug is placed into the
flow is equivalent to the slope of the positive linear portion of the heat over time curve5. The
temperature lost over time is the same as the negative linear portion of the heat over time

curve. This can be seen in Figure 2.1:
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Figure 2.1: Typical Time Temperature Curve for a Slug Calorimeter

5

In this experimentation the heat fluxes into and out of the slug are quantified as single
values. It is important to recognize this is a simplified summation of the many individual heat
transfers into and out of the slug as represented by Figure 2.2:

Figure 2.2: Heat Fluxes into and out of the slug calorimeter

Heat flux into the system when exposed to the heat source is the product of four separate
heat transfers. The first, and main source of heat flux to the slug, results from conduction across
the surface of the slug face in contact with the plasma jet, represented as q”cond,1. Radiation
from the plasma also transmits heat to the slug. Many individual aspects of the facility supply
radiation heat to the slug, but for simplification they are all lumped into a single representative
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temperature, T∞. The total radiation heat flux is then represented as q”rad, determined by T∞
through Equation 9

"123  4" % ! 

%



(9)

Convective heat is also transferred into the slug. This is represented by q”conv in Figure 2.2.
Convective heat transfer is the most notable heat flux in the experiment because it is dependent
on the velocity of the flow around the calorimeter which directly correlates to the geometry of
the slug. The final component of the total heat absorbed by the slug when introduced to the
heat source is a loss of heat. q”cond,2 represents the conductive heat lost from the slug into the
calorimeter body. The gap between the slug and calorimeter in Figure 2.2 represents an
insulating barrier to prevent such losses, however, it is not perfect and some amount of heat is
lost.
When the calorimeter is removed from the plasma jet heat is transferred out of the slug
in two ways, conduction and radiation. Conductive heat transfer occurs in the same way as
q”cond,2 when the calorimeter is exposed to the plasma jet. Radiation heat transfer also occurs in
the same way as when the calorimeter is exposed to the plasma jet, but in reverse. T∞ becomes
lower than Tw switching the sign of q”rad. Summing the individual heat fluxes for both conditions
enables a simplification of the total heat fluxes experienced by the slug when it is in and out of
the plasma jet, which is what was measured.

"5052/,78  "'083,# 9 "123,78 9 "'08: ! "'083,(
"5052/,0;5  "123,0;5 ! "'083

(10)
(11)

The slug calorimeter method was chosen for this experimentation opposed to the other
measurement options because it can be easily modified into different geometry’s. It is also
robust, inexpensive, can operate within the required limits, and has simple data reduction.

2.1.4 Stagnation Point Heat Transfer Rate and effects of Calorimeter Geometry
The heat transfer rate across a body in high enthalpy flows is influenced by a number of
factors based off the flow environment. Experimentation by Fay and Riddell has led to the
quantification of the parameters into a single equation, Equation 12.
"  0.763 . 
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(12)

In order to determine an accurate effect of the velocity gradient on the heat transfer rate, all
other variables must be held constant. The foremost challenge is containing the catalytic
recombination reactions on the surface of the slug. In equation 12 the Lewis number, Le, is
directly affected by the number of catalytic reactions taking place on the surface of the slug, and
is defined as:
Le 

E
+

Fv Fv 

(13)

As aforementioned, care is being taken to analyze the effects oxidation caused by
recombination reactions has on the heat flux across the slug.
Detra, Kemp, and Riddell1,2 have developed stagnation point Newtonian flow theories
that allow the determination of stagnation point heating rates of a hemisphere. Unfortunately,
these theories only apply to hemispherical slug geometries. Blunt body calorimeter geometries
cannot be applied in these theories. Research performed by Zoby and Sullivan3 found the use of
an effective corner radius for blunt body slugs can be applied to these theoretical calculations to
emulate the equivalent hemispherical geometry. This is the corner stone of our experimentation.
The velocity gradient for a hemispherical calorimeter geometry can be found from Newtonian
Flow Theory as:
.H
? @
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&

(14)

Inserting the equivalent radius for blunt body calorimeters creates Equation 15.
.H
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(15)

Assuming the same flow conditions, these two equations can be set equal and simplified
producing Equation 16.
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Furthermore, the square of the stagnation point heat flux is directly proportional to the
stagnation point velocity gradient, as presented in Equation 17.
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These equations allow us to make inter-facility comparisons of heat flux measurements. The
stagnation point velocity gradient for a hemispherical body in a hypersonic facility is now
capable of being tested in a subsonic facility with blunt body calorimeter geometry. If the edge
radius of a blunt body calorimeter is known, it can be tested in a subsonic facility to determine
its velocity gradient. The effective radius of the blunt body can then be determined using
Equation 16 so that hypersonic tests can be performed in a subsonic facility. Alternatively, if the
effective radius is known, the stagnation point velocity gradient can be found, and Equation 17
can be used to determine the heat flux ratio.

2.2 Experimental Set-up
Experimentation for this research was conducted in the UVM plasma jet laboratory.
Their available setup consists of a 30 kW ICP torch used to simulate the near surface chemically
reacting boundary layer and stagnation point heating of reentry and atmospheric hypersonic
flight.19 This facility can generate pure air, N2, O2, CO2, and Ar plasmas allowing for various
atmospheric conditions to be emulated. The plasma jet is produced inside a 36 mm diameter
quartz tube, and generates a plasma ball in the induction zone that can achieve temperatures
on the order of 10,000 K. The subsonic plasma travels vertically upward, exiting the quartz tube
as a free jet that cools as it evolves toward a local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) state.19
Thermal boundary layer edge temperatures are usually in the 4000 K to 6000 K range.

Table 1: UVM 30 kW ICP Test Parameters
Test Gas
Ar, N2, O2, CO2, Air
Maximum Power
30 kW
Normal Operating
100-200 torr (13 - 26
Pressure
kPa)
Stagnation Heat Flux
10 - 150 W/cm2
Mach Range
0.3 - 1.4
Plasma Jet Diameter
36 mm
Operating Frequency
2 - 3 MHz
Flow Enthalpy at BLE
10 - 30 MJ/kg
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Among the suite of measurement and testing capabilities is a modified swing-in,
gooseneck probe utilized to quickly position the slug calorimeter in and out of the plasma jet
(see Figure 2.3). The calorimeters are secured to a “neck” fixture that is inserted into a brass
fitting at the end of the copper tube that serves as the swing-in mechanism. Water
ter is circulated
through this tube to allow for rapid cooling of the slug, and prevent melting of any aspect of the
device.
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Figure 2.3: Slug Calorimeter Fixture

Three different calorimeter body geometries were used for testing in this experiment, a
flat faced cylinder, a rounded edge, and a near hemisphere (as seen in Figure 2.4).
2.4 These were
used to give a range of all possible blunt body and hemispherical geometries to study velocity
gradient effects.. The near hemisphere geometry is not a perfect hemisphere due to the flat face
of the slug it’s self at the center of the calorimeter.

Figure 2.
2.4: Slug Calorimeter Geometries
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To set up the ICP facility for these slug calorimeter tests, several steps are required to
prepare the calorimeter and thermocouple. The first step is the thermocouple attachment to
the back of the slug. A peening process is used to create an extremely shallow divot in the back
of the slug. The thermocouple bead is then placed in the divot and the peeled up copper is
folded back over it to keep it in place. Care is taken to make the divot as shallow as possible in
order to keep the thermocouple as close to the surface of the slug as possible so that there is no
interference with the heat flux measurements.

Figure 2.5: Thermocouple Attachment through Peening Process

Before continuing any further, the exposed slug face should be polished at this point.
Polishing ensures that the oxidation layer on the surface of the slug is reduced each time before
testing a new calorimeter geometry. Slugs are polished using small motor tool with a cotton
wheel attachment. The cotton wheel is soaked in methanol and run along the surface of the
forward facing slug face. There is a noticeable difference between a polished copper slug surface
and an oxidized slug surface. Although difficult to be exact, for consistency the slug face was
polished to approximately level before each calorimeter geometry was tested.
Investigations from a NASA report by Driver14 mention the quick time scale of initial
oxidation formation. The development of an oxidation scale on the slug is similar to Driver’s
report as seen in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: View into the arc jet test chamber at NASA Ames Research Center during a run (left). Slug
Calorimeter (right) showing color change after a run suggesting oxidation of copper.
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All the tests performed in this experimental campaign using the different calorimeter
geometries followed the same procedure. When inserting the slug into each calorimeter it is
first insulated with a small section of plastic tubing about an eighth of an inch long. The slug and
insulating tube are then slid into the back of the calorimeter until the forward slug face is flush
with the surface of the calorimeter. Care must be taken to ensure the slug is secure in the
calorimeter before fixing it in the facility. On several occasions the slug slid in the calorimeter
during testing, moving the exposed face so that it was no longer flush with the face of the
calorimeter. These tests yielded inconclusive data and had to be repeated.
Once the slug is secured in the calorimeter, it must be fastened to the “neck” fixture.
The thermocouple wire coming out of the back side of the slug must be threaded through the
center of this fixture before being attached. When attaching it to the calorimeter care must be
taken to ensure the thermocouple wire is not pinched, and the two wires are not touching
before the bead to avoid creating an additional thermocouple and erroneous temperature
results. The now attached neck piece is then slid into the swinging copper tube fixture and
secured with set screws. Before insertion, the thermocouple wire must be threaded through the
copper tube which exits the ICP facility at a port in the end of the swinging mechanism. From
there the thermocouple can be hooked up to the Data Acquisition Module to collect data on the
computer.
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Figure 2.9: Exploded View of Slug Configuration

When starting up the ICP facility the calorimeter is swung out of the plasma jet flow so
that there is no oxidation and heat transfer to the slug before entering the fully stabilized jet.
Once the facility has started and the jet is stable the slug is swung into the plasma jet for a
predetermined amount of time depending on the test. This time is usually no more than six
seconds, after which the calorimeter is promptly removed from the plasma jet and allowed to
cool, and the facility is turned off. The cooling process normally takes approximately 15 minutes.

Experiments:
There are two main tests being performed in this experiment. The first is the analysis of
the oxidation layers effect of the heat flux into the slug. These tests only use the rounded edge
calorimeter geometry. When conducting the tests to observe oxidation layer effects the slug is
only polished once in the beginning before several plasma jet exposures. Successive exposures
of the same slug calorimeter setup build up the oxidation layer on the surface of the slug so that
the heat flux of each exposure can be compared to assess the oxidation layer effects, if any. The
number of exposures varies between tests.
The second test being performed is the analysis of calorimeter geometry on the heat
flux into the slug to assess the velocity gradient influence on heat flux. These tests interchange
the three different calorimeter geometries. Again the slug is polished once before each
calorimeter geometry is tested. For each test the calorimeter is only exposed to the plasma jet
twice. This is because the heat flux comparison is between the geometries, not between
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different slug oxidation layers for each calorimeter geometry test. However, the calorimeter are
exposed to the plasma jet twice to observe if the oxidation layer buildup does have an effect on
the heat transfer rates between each calorimeter geometry.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Investigation on Oxidation
The results of the heat flux measurements for the analysis of oxidation effects are
presented in Table 2 shown below:
Table 2: Heat Flux Measurements of the Oxidation Tests

Test 1 (Air):
ID: 20141014
Trial
Heat Flux
2
Number
[W/cm ]

Oxidation Test's
Test 2 (Air):
Test 3 (Air):
ID: 20150317
ID: 20150319
Trial
Heat Flux
Trial
Heat Flux
2
2
Number
[W/cm ]
Number
[W/cm ]

Test 4 (Nitrogen):
ID: 20150326
Trial
Heat Flux
2
Number
[W/cm ]

Trial 1:

43.8

Trial 1:

81.0

Trial 1:

101.9

Trial 1:

64.3

Trial 2:

52.6

Trial 2:

81.4

Trial 2:

100.7

Trial 2:

65.8

Trial 3:

81.3

Trial 3:

83.2

Trial 3:

101.4

Trial 3:

65.8

Trial 4:

81.3

Trial 4:

99.3

Trial 5:

102.4

Trial 6:

104.9

Trial 7:

105.8

Trial 8:

105.6

Further description of the data can be seen in the associated plots for each oxidation
test presented in Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.4. The overall results did not prove the anticipated results
of these tests. There was no clear change in the heat flux due to the oxidation level of the slug.
Although there were fluctuations in the heat transfer measurements, they were too small to
conclude they were the cause of oxidation. They were more likely due to the slight variances in
the facility environment from trial to trial. Test four also did not verify the effects of nitrogen
scrubbing because there was no discernable change in heat flux from trial to trial.
These results were not inconclusive due to a lack of oxide formation. A typical means to
assess oxidation scale presence is by simple visual inspection, and as seen in Figure 3.1 there is a
clear formation of an oxide scale.
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Figure 3.1: Oxidized Surface vs. Polished Surface

3.1.1 Oxidation Test 1 (ID: 20141014)
This original test was performed in air to confirm and test the procedure and setup
method. The slug calorimeter was introduced to the plasma jet for four and six seconds to
determine which would produce data that was easier to reduce. All three trials were recorded
on a single data record as represented in Figure 3.2. Five seconds was ultimately chosen because
it provided a larger linear region to deduce the slope of the heat gain and heat loss curve, but it
was not too long that it encroached on the temperature limits of the setup. The change in heat
flux between the first and second trials cannot completely be attributed to oxidation due to the
difference in the time it is held in the plasma jet. Detail of the chosen locations for rise and fall
gradients are represented in Figure 3.3 with red circles. The third test was performed five days
after the first two tests during which time the copper insert of the facility was moved. This
changed the heat flux parameters of the facility resulting in the noticeably higher heat flux of
the system. This makes the third trial invalid for comparison between the first two, but provides
good insight into how altering the facility can affect the heat flux measurements. A
superimposed comparison of all three temperature traces shifted to have common insertion
time at zero is represented in Figure 3.4.
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Temperature Curve for a Copper Slug Held in a Plasma Jet for Four, Six, and Six Seconds
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Figure 3.2: Oxidation Test 1 Temperature
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Figure 3.3: Oxidation Test 1 Isolation of Temperature Curves
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Comparison of the Heat Transfer Rates for Each Trial
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Figure 3.4: Oxidation Test 1 Overlap of Temperature Curves

3.1.2 Oxidation Test 2 (ID: 20150317)
This test was performed in air to analyze the effects oxidation has on the heat flux into
the slug. The slug was polished at the beginning of the test and then left in the facility without
polishing for each successive trial. As a precaution these trials only introduced the calorimeter
to the plasma jet for four seconds for further solidification of the procedure and testing method
before moving to longer trials. The initial trial experienced an interference related to the
thermal couple attachment at the computer. The leads were crossed causing partial touching
causing voltage to cross between the wires creating an alternate location of temperature
reading. After adjusting the wires this problem was quickly fixed. The third trial has a gap in
data because the computer hibernated and stopped collecting data. Luckily it was quickly turned
back on and the data gap was not part of the linear region so it did not affect the calculations.
The fourth trial was actually allowed to sit in the ICP facility for two nights without opening or
altering the facility. This was to allow the slug to oxidize a significant amount to see if any radical
changed in the heat flux would occur. Overall the data from this test was good as seen in Figure
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3.5. Figure 3.6 shows locations for the rise and fall measurements, and illustrates the noise of
Trial 1 as well as the missing data of Trial 3 which is outside of the region of useful data. The
slopes of the initial heat rise for each trial can be clearly seen and appear not to vary much from
one another (Figure 3.7). The most variance is seen in the slopes of the linear region for the heat
loss. Interestingly, trials one and four appear very similar to each other, and trials two and three
appear very similar to each other, yet the heat flux measurements do not reflect this
observation. The heat transfer rates for the four trials were 81.0866 for Trial 1, 81.4825 for Trial
2, and 83.2715 for Trial 3, and 81.3678 for Trial 4 respectively

Temperature Curve for a Copper Slug Held in a Plasma Jet
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Figure 3.5: Oxidation Test 2 Temperature Curves
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Comparison of the Heat Transfer Rates for Each Trial
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Figure 3.7: Oxidation Test 2 Overlap of Temperature Curves
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3.1.3 Oxidation Test 3 (ID: 20150319)
In this test eight trials were run in air, each exposing the slug to the plasma jet for five
seconds. Trials from this test cannot be compared to trials from prior tests because the copper
insert was removed and re-adjusted before the test changing the heat flux of the facility. Three
trials for this test were performed on one day, while the next five were performed two days
after. The slug was left closed in the facility during this time without any alterations so that the
heat fluxes would be more comparable. The reasoning for this was the same as the prior test, to
allow the buildup of an oxide layer to observe its effects. The data acquired from this test was,
again, very good as seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Figure 3.10 illustrates quite similar temperature
rises with noticeable changes in temperature loss after probe removal. The first three trials
yielded heat flux measurements of 101.9433, 100.7679, and 101.4899 respectively. The next five
trials yielded heat flux measurements of 99.3997, 102.4051, 104.9112, 105.8172, and 105.6614
respectively. Although consistent, these results do not show any of the anticipated effects of an
oxide layer buildup on the heat flux into the slug.
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Figure 3.8: Oxidation Test 3 Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.10: Oxidation Test 3 Overlap of Temperature Curves
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3.1.4 Oxidation Test 4 (ID: 20150326)
This test was performed in nitrogen rather than air. The purpose of this was to observe
the effects of potential nitrogen scrubbing. Exposing the slug calorimeter to a nitrogen plasma
jet should theoretically clean the oxidation surface of the slug. Slugs were not polished before
this test; instead a slug with a significantly oxidized front face was placed into the calorimeter.
Three successive trials were performed to observe whether the heat flux would rise as the
oxidized surface was cleaned providing more opportunity for chemical reactions to occur on the
surface. Figure 3.11 shows the entire temperature data record for all three trials. Figure 3.12
represents a detailed view of the three trials with red circles representing locations of each rise
and fall data selection location. Again, temperature rise changes slightly at best with
temperature drop off being much more noticeable as can be seen in Figure 3.13. Resulting heat
fluxes of 64.3063, 65.886, and 65.872 W/cm2 for Trials 1, 2, and 3, respectively, show very little
variation. With this result it is hard to say how much, if any nitrogen scrubbing is occurring.
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Figure 3.11: Oxidation Test 4 Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.13: Oxidation Test 4 Overlap of Temperature Curves
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3.1.5 Remarks on Oxidation
After numerous tests analyzing the effects of oxidation it is clear the oxidation on the
slug surface is very difficult to measure. Much of this could be due to the speed at which oxide
scales grow in a high temperature atomic environment. It may be so fast that it only affects the
initial temperature rise of the slug. Furthermore, nitrogen scrubbing seems to have little effect
on removing the oxide scale. This is evident from the results in Table 2, and from visual
inspection of the slug surface before and after testing. Overall, it is safe to assume the
calorimeter body geometry tests will not be affected by the growth or depletion of an oxidation
layer.

3.2 Investigation of Calorimeter Body Geometry
An understanding on how oxide scale will affect heat flux measurements was developed
in the previous section. Using this understanding, a study isolating the effects of velocity
gradient on heat flux can be comfortably preformed. Velocity gradient is primarily dependent on
test or flight body geometry. A study of heat flux variation on three bodies, shown in Figure 2.4,
is described within this section. Tests of the three bodies were done in both an air and nitrogen
ICP environment.

3.2.1 Geometry Tests in Air
The heat flux results for the varying slug calorimeter body geometries tested in air are
presented in Table 3 bellow.
Table 3: Sharp Edge, Rounded Edge, and Semi-Hemispherical Slug Calorimeter Heat Flux Tests in Air

Varying Geometry Tests In Air: 4/21/15
Test 1: Sharp Edge
Test 2: Rounded Edge
Test 3: Semi-Hemispherical
Trial
Heat Flux
Trial
Heat Flux
Trial
Heat Flux
Number
[w/cm^2]
Number
[w/cm^2]
Number
[w/cm^2]
Trial 1:
71.6 Trial 1:
88.6 Trial 1:
93.5
Trial 2:
73.2 Trial 2:
79.8 Trial 2:
80.3
Average:
72.4 Average:
84.2 Average:
86.9
Analysis of the results can be seen presented in the plots bellow. The heat flux
measurements for these tests did coincide with what was expected. The heat transfer rates for
each geometry increased as the edge radius increased. Furthermore, catalytic effects can be
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seen influencing the heat flux results of the second trials for both the rounded edge calorimeter,
and the semi-hemispherical calorimeter.
The results from these three tests are best analyzed together for comparison. It is clear
from the data that as the corner radius increases, the heat flux to the slug also increases. The
approximately 17 W/cm2 increase from sharp edged calorimeter to rounded edge calorimeter
provides clear evidence to this point. This is almost a 24% increase in heat flux to the slug. The
approximately 5 W/cm2 increase from the rounded edge calorimeter to the semi-hemispherical
calorimeter is less substantial and provides insight into the sensitivity of the edge geometry.
Between these two geometries the heat flux only increases around 5.5%. This may show there is
a significant change in the heat flux between calorimeter bodies with a smaller edge radius than
those with a larger edge radius, approaching a full hemisphere.
Furthermore, the second trials of both the rounded edge calorimeter and semihemispherical calorimeter coincide with the hypothesis of catalyst effects. The heat flux for both
second trials in these two tests dropped significantly. For the rounded edge calorimeter it
dropped 8.84 W/cm2, roughly 10%, and for the semi-hemispherical calorimeter it dropped 13.5
W/cm2, roughly 14.5%. Interestingly the same drop in heat flux was not observed for the sharp
edge calorimeter. Instead, its heat flux rose by 1.55 W/cm2 between tests.
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Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Air:
The air test for the sharp edge calorimeter was relatively consistent. The largest
discrepancy between trials can be seen in Figure 3.16. There it can be seen that the Trial 1 (red)
has a slower heat loss than Trial 2 (blue).
Temperature Curve for a Sharp Edge Slug Calorimeter Held in a Plasma Jet
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Figure 3.14: Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.15: Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Isolation of Temperature Curves
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Comparison of the Heat Transfer Rates for Each Trial
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Figure 3.16: Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Overlap of Temperature Curves
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Rounded Edge Calorimeter Test in Air:
An opposite reaction can be seen in the heat loss slope for the round edge calorimeter
compared to the sharp edge calorimeter. As seen in Figure 3.19, Trial 1 (red) actually has a faster
initial heat loss than Trial 2 (blue). Additionally, Trial 1 appears to have more thermal inertia
than Trial 2, as represented by the larger roll over of the curve after the slug is removed from
the plasma jet.
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Figure 3.17: Rounded Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.19: Rounded Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Isolation of Temperature Curves
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Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Air:
The semi-hemispherical test has the most consistent results between trials. Both trend
lines mimic each other very closely. If the plot were to be continued in the x direction we may
see that Trial 2 begins to drop slightly faster than Trial 1, as seen in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.20: Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Air Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.22: Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Air Isolation of Temperature Curves
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3.2.2 Geometry Tests in Nitrogen
The heat flux results for the various calorimeter geometries tested in nitrogen are
presented below.
Table 4: Sharp Edge, Rounded Edge, and Semi-Hemispherical Slug Calorimeter Heat Flux Tests in Nitrogen

Varying Geometry Tests In Nitrogen: 4/23/15
Test 1: Sharp Edge
Test 2: Rounded Edge
Test 3: Semi-Hemispherical
Trial
Heat Flux
Trial
Heat Flux
Trial
Heat Flux
Number
[w/cm^2]
Number
[w/cm^2]
Number
[w/cm^2]
Trial 1:
61.7 Trial 1:
73.0 Trial 1:
79.2
Trial 2:
58.2 Trial 2:
73.1 Trial 2:
76.2
Average:
59.9 Average:
73.1 Average:
77.7
For this test in nitrogen, unlike the test of catalytic effects in nitrogen, the facility was
not modified since testing the calorimeter geometries in air. This makes the results comparable.
In Table 4 it can be seen that the heat flux to the slugs tested in air is higher than the same
geometry tested in nitrogen. Furthermore, the nitrogen tests do not show the same catalytic
effects as the tests in air. Nitrogen was not expected to have as large of a catalytic response due
to the nitrogen scrubbing effects that should clean the slug surface of oxidation. However, the
variances between trials for the nitrogen tests do not show any verifiable catalytic effects either
way. This coincides with the nitrogen results in Table 1. Interestingly, there is a similar pattern in
the data between the geometry tests in air and nitrogen. The results from test 1 to test 2, for
the geometries in nitrogen, have a larger increase in heat flux than the results from test 2 to test
3. The same pattern occurred in the geometry tests in air. This could enforce the idea that the
sensitivity of the heat flux, due to geometry, decreases as the edge radius increases. The main
result that is clear from both the geometry tests in air and nitrogen is that as the edge radius
increases, the heat flux increases. This means that the stagnation point velocity gradient affects
the heat flux as anticipated. Results from the carrying geometry tests in nitrogen can be seen
below.
Slight interference in the thermocouple readings, for the second trial of the semihemispherical test, can be seen when the slug enters the plasma jet and when the slug is swung
out of the plasma jet. This is most likely due to the thermocouple wires touching before the
bead imbedded in the slug, similarly to oxidation test 2. Swinging the slug into, and out of the jet
could have caused the thermocouple wires in the slug fixture to cross.
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Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Nitrogen:
For the test of the sharp edge calorimeter in nitrogen the temperature curves are very
similar. There is a clear discrepancy in the maximum temperature achieved, most easily seen in
Figure 3.25. This should not have an effect on the heat flux of the system and is simply a result
of the time the slug was held in the plasma jet.

Temperature Curve for a Sharp Edge Slug Calorimeter Held in a Plasma Jet
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Figure 3.23: Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Nitrogen Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.25: Sharp Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Overlap of Temperature Curves
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Rounded Edge Calorimeter Test in Nitrogen:
As can be seen in Figure 3.28, the results from the rounded edge calorimeter test almost
mirror each other. Other than small changes, the only noticeable difference is the thermal
inertia of Trial 2 is larger than Trial 1.
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Figure 3.26: Rounded Edge Calorimeter Test in Nitrogen Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.28: Rounded Edge Calorimeter Test in Air Overlap of Temperature Curves
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Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Nitrogen:
In the test of the semi-hemispherical calorimeter in nitrogen, there is clear interference
with the data in Trial 2. This is most likely due to the exposed thermocouple wires inside of the
calorimeter neck briefly touching. It can be seen in Figures 3.29, 3.30, and 3.30 that the
interference occurs when the calorimeter is swung into and out of the plasma jet. This motion
could have caused the wires to be disturbed and touch. This should not have interfered with the
heat flux measure because the points taken to measure the heat flux are between these two
interferences. Furthermore, there is a much sharper roll over of the curve after the slug is
removed from the plasma jet for Trial 2 opposed to Trial 1. This is not consistent with our other
plots and may have resulted from the thermocouple malfunction. However, if the slopes of the
temperature rise and temperature fall are unaffected, then the heat flux will also be unaffected.
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Figure 3.29: Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Nitrogen Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.30: Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Air Isolation of Temperature Curves
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Figure 3.31: Semi-Hemispherical Calorimeter Test in Air Overlap of Temperature Curves
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3.2.3 Remarks on Geometry Tests
The results of the geometry test prove there is a clear trend between the calorimeter
body geometry and the heat flux into the slug. As the edge radius increases, the heat flux also
increases. Using Figure 2.4, the value of rC/rB was able to be calculated, and is presented in Table
5 bellow for each geometry case.
Table 5: rC/rB values for each calorimeter body geometry

Sharp Edge
Calorimeter Body
rC/rB

Rounded Edge
Calorimeter Body

0

Semi-Hemispherical
Calorimeter Body

0.254

0.555

The relationship between rB/rN and rC/rB are represented in Figure 3.32 bellow pulled
from Zoby and Sullivan’s investigation on the “Effects of Corner Radius on the Stagnation Point
Velocity Gradients on Blunt Axisymmetric Bodies”3. Figure 3.32 depicts how altering the
effective radius, stagnation point velocity gradient, and heat flux will affect hemispherical
calorimeters with various corner radius ratios.

Figure 3.32: Relationship between rB/rN and rC/rB.

The tests performed in this experiment are represented as red for the tests in air, and
blue for the tests in nitrogen. Using Figure 3.32, and the fact that rN can be set to infinity
because it is a flat surface making rb/rN equivalent to 0, in air the calculated qBB/qhemi for the
semi-hemispherical geometry is 0.640, for the rounded edge geometry is 0.585, and for the
sharp edge geometry is 0.540. Between the sharp edge and rounded edge geometry this is an
increase of 8%. Between the rounded edge and the semi-hemispherical edge this is an increase
of 9%. In nitrogen the calculated qBB/qhemi for the semi-hemispherical geometry is 0.425, for the
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rounded edge geometry is 0.350, and for the sharp edge geometry is 0.280. Between the sharp
edge and rounded edge geometry this is an increase of 21%. Between the rounded edge and the
semi-hemispherical edge this is an increase of 25%. From our results in Table 3 and Table 4 it is
seen that for the tests in air, between the sharp edge and rounded edge geometry this is
actually an increase of approximately 21%, and between the rounded edge and the semihemispherical edge this is actually an increase of approximately 6.5%. For the tests in nitrogen,
between the sharp edge and rounded edge geometry this is actually an increase of
approximately 15%, and between the rounded edge and the semi-hemispherical edge this is
actually an increase of approximately 3.5%. With the assumption of a heat flux uncertainty of
around 5% this data makes sense. Our measurement error shows only around ±3 W/cm2 of
uncertainty, but due to test variability from operator condition and facility drift the uncertainty
is easily in the 5% range. The largest measurement error of our data is most likely due to the
starting temperatures before each trial. Ideally these should have been exactly the same.
However, because they were not, the calorimeter would heat up to different temperatures for
each trial. This gave them more or less thermal inertia, causing them to cool at different rates. It
is assumed thesis the largest source of error in the data. This brief analysis allows enough
confidence to conclude that variations in heat flux are based primarily on geometric variation.
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3.3 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
The uncertainty of the heat flux measurements in this experiment are based on
measurement and constant uncertainty of Equation 12:
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The derivations of Equation 12 required in Equation 13 are presented in Equations 14 through
18.
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Using the Matlab code in appendix A6, the uncertainty was found for oxidation test 4,
ID 20150326, to be 2.8511 W/cm2. From this, 2.6933 W/cm2 was from the rise, and 0.1571
W/cm2 was from the fall. These results show our data was relatively accurate, however, this
does not account for facility drift between tests. This does conclude that oxidation effects could
not be discerned from the oxidation tests because the change in heat flux was not great enough.
It also proves that the varying geometries did have a large effect on the heat flux, there by
confirming altering the stagnation point velocity gradient influences the heat flux.
The error produced from the density of the copper is a result of imperfections in the material;
this was set to be 5 kg/m3. Density only had an extremely small impact on the error, changing
only 0.0001 W/cm2 for every 1 kg/m3 change in density error. The error produced from the heat
capacity was only 1 J/(kgK). This also had a small impact on the error only changing it about 0.01
W/cm2 for every 1 J/(kgK) change in heat capacity error. The error produced from the
temperature measurement of the thermocouple was 1 degree Celsius. This had a larger impact
on the error, changing it approximately 2.5 W/cm2 for every 1 degree temperature increase in
the error. The error resulting from the time is based off the speed of the temperature readings.
The Acquisition Module, used to gather the temperature readings, runs at 14 Hz, multiplexed
over 4 channels. Therefore, 14 Hz divided by 4 channels, inversed, gives the time between each
temperature reading. This time was calculated to be 0.29 seconds. However, the effect of time
on the error was still small, only increasing roughly 0.01 W/cm2 for every 0.1 second increase in
time error. The error from the length yielded the largest effect on the heat flux error. Based off
machining of the slugs, the length was given an error of 0.2 mm. A slight change of even 0.1 mm
changed the total error by around 1 W/cm2.
Overall this accumulation of systematic, random, and measurement error is relatively
small compared to alternative measurement techniques. As an operator it is key to attempt to
keep systematic error as minimal as possible. For comparison, in other testing facilities it is not
uncommon to experience up to 10% error, such as in the HYMETS facility. Much of this error
could be due to the unpredictable flow dynamics of such high velocity testing in arc jets, other
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sources could be the result of different catalytic effects in different facility environments.
Uncertainties are also present in the bulk enthalpy measurements and stagnation pressures of
simulated atmosphere.15

4. Summary
Conclusions on oxidation
Oxidation effects on a polished slug have a negligible impact on the heat flux. Even with
multiple slug exposures during each test to build up a significant oxide layer, the heat flux was
never augmented enough to be considered influenced by the oxidation. Work by Driver and
Anna14 has shown that the oxide scale grows quite rapidly on the slug surface. This could be the
reasoning behind the observed lack of change in the heat flux for the oxidation tests. If there
was an effect on the heat flux due to the buildup of an oxide layer, the heat flux would have
been expected to decrease due to fewer locations for recombination reactions to take place on
the surface of the slug. Furthermore, there was no evidence of nitrogen scrubbing from the heat
flux measurements. Nitrogen scrubbing would have removed the oxide layer and allowed more
recombination reactions to take place, therefore increasing the heat flux. The oxidation study
showed that the calorimeter body geometry investigation could proceed with little influence
from oxidation scales affecting the heat flux to the slug.

Conclusions on velocity gradient
The results obtained from the varying calorimeter body geometries provide a suitable

investigation into the study of isolating the sensitivity of heat flux to the velocity gradient, .

From the experimentation, it is clear that  is directly affected by the edge radius of the

calorimeter body. As the edge radius increases, the velocity gradient increases, and the heat flux

increases. This is consistent in both air and nitrogen testing. This shows the ability to provide an
environment where the velocity gradient can be varied for subsonic flow. This concept can be
transferred to supersonic flows to create a comparison study that will show the scaling between
subsonic and supersonic flow. From there, observations can be made to show how one can scale
from simulated flow conditions to real world flight conditions.
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Future Work
This work is intended to provide a set of data to study scaling heat flux measurements
between compressible and incompressible plasma facilities. NASA Langley HYMETS arc heater
facility is an ideal candidate for a comparison study. Future studies should investigate similar
effects of stagnation point velocity gradients on the heat flux into a slug calorimeter for
supersonic cases in the Langley HYMETS facility. An ideal comparative study would be to utilize
the geometries developed for this documented work and incorporate them into the HYMETS
facility as envisioned to run both air (oxidizing) and nitrogen (non-oxidizing) environments. The
HYMETS facility offers a unique comparative study with the University of Vermont’s ICP because
the geometric scales of test articles are similar in size, as seen in figure 3.33.

Figure 3.33: NASA HYMETS Slug Calorimeter Geometry

“The Copper Slug Calorimeter used in HYMETS to determine fully-catalytic cold-wall
heat flux consists of an un-cooled slug sensor element that is 0.5-inches in diameter by 0.5inches-long with an un-cooled shroud that is 1.3- inches in diameter by 0.850-inches-long and a
flow-face edge radius of 0.125-inches”15
Tables 6 and 7 depict the test conditions for the HYMETS facility. These can be
compared with the test conditions of UNM’s ICP facility in Table 1.
15

Table 6: HYMETS Historic Test Conditions
Specimen Surface Temperature (°F)

1472 – 2732

Specimen Stagnation Pressure (atm)

0.004 – 0.008

Free Stream Mach Number

3.5

Free Stream Enthalpy (MJ/kg)

3.998 - 11.002

Cold Wall Heating Rate (W/cm2)

79.496 - 454.2616
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15

Table 6: HYMETS Current Test Conditions
Specimen Surface Temperature (°F)

2300 - 4500

Specimen Stagnation Pressure (atm)

0.013 - 0.079

Free Stream Mach Number

5

Free Stream Enthalpy (MJ/kg)

5.3498 - 26.749

Cold Wall Heating Rate (W/cm2)

113.5654 - 681.3924

A proposed HYMETS test matrix is depicted in Table 7. It is proposed that for each of the
three slug calorimeter geometries there should be four, five second trials. The experimentation
in this investigation only had two, five second trials for each geometry due to time constraints.
Four trials would provide a better data set for comparison.

Table 7: Proposed HYMETS Test Matrix

Trial
1:
Trial
2:
Trial
3:
Trial
4:

Test 1: Sharp Edge
Calorimeter Body
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure

Test 2: Rounded Edge
Calorimeter Body
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
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Test 3: Semi-Hemispherical
Calorimeter Body
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
Five Second Plasma Jet
Exposure
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Matlab Calorimeter Testing Code:
This is the code for the oxidation test with eight trials. Both the oxidation tests
and the geometry tests use this code. All other testing code is of the same format with
less data and fewer plots. All that I changed are the data files referenced in the code and
the plot titles and axis.
%% Investigation on Heat Flux Measurements in Plasma Ground Test
Facilities
% for Aerospace Heating Applications
% Camden Houghton
% 03/17/15
% Data Documents: 20150319SlugAirB.txt and 20150324SlughAirA.txt
clc
clear all
clf
% Data Prep: Take the .txt file saved from Lab View. Seperate the Time
and
% Temp data sets into two seperate .xlsx files titled Time and Temp.
The
% only data points that need to be input to the code are the times when
the
% slug first enters the plasma jet (time of first temperature
rise),these
% times are taken from the .txt file, not the .xlsx files. Place these
% values in the t_start# for each corresponding Heat Flux meaurement.
%% Import data from excell. Two files for each collum of data
% Tested in Air
Time = xlsread('20150319Time.xlsx');
Temp = xlsread('20150319Temp.xlsx');
%% Measurement Trial 1
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 1 in t_start1
t_start1 = 14; % Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for trial
1
% Temperature Rise
t_ind1 = find(Time == t_start1 + 1.5);
t_ind2 = find(Time == t_start1 + 4);
TimeInc1_1 = Time(t_ind1);
TimeInc1_2 = Time(t_ind2);
TempInc1_1 = Temp(t_ind1)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc1_2 = Temp(t_ind2)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperature Drop
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t_ind3 = find(Time == t_start1 + 90);
t_ind4 = find(Time == t_start1 + 130);
TimeDec1_1 = Time(t_ind3);
TimeDec1_2 = Time(t_ind4);
TempDec1_1 = Temp(t_ind3)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec1_2 = Temp(t_ind4)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 2
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 2 in t_start2
t_start2 = 1569; %Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for
trial 2
% Temperature Rise
t_ind5 = find(Time == t_start2 + 1.5);
t_ind6 = find(Time == t_start2 + 4);
TimeInc2_1 = Time(t_ind5);
TimeInc2_2 = Time(t_ind6);
TempInc2_1 = Temp(t_ind5)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc2_2 = Temp(t_ind6)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperature Drop
t_ind7 = find(Time == t_start2 + 90);
t_ind8 = find(Time == t_start2 + 130);
TimeDec2_1 = Time(t_ind7);
TimeDec2_2 = Time(t_ind8);
TempDec2_1 = Temp(t_ind7)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec2_2 = Temp(t_ind8)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 3
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 3 in t_start3
t_start3 = 3816.5; %Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for
trial 3
% Temperature Rise
t_ind9 = find(Time == t_start3 + 1.5);
t_ind10 = find(Time == t_start3 + 4);
TimeInc3_1 = Time(t_ind9);
TimeInc3_2 = Time(t_ind10);
TempInc3_1 = Temp(t_ind9)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc3_2 = Temp(t_ind10)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperature Drop
t_ind11 = find(Time == t_start3 + 90);
t_ind12 = find(Time == t_start3 + 130);
TimeDec3_1 = Time(t_ind11);
TimeDec3_2 = Time(t_ind12);
TempDec3_1 = Temp(t_ind11)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec3_2 = Temp(t_ind12)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 4
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 4 in t_start4
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t_start4 = 4707;
trial 4

%Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for

% Temperature Rise
t_ind13 = find(Time == t_start4 + 1.5);
t_ind14 = find(Time == t_start4 + 4);
TimeInc4_1 = Time(t_ind13);
TimeInc4_2 = Time(t_ind14);
TempInc4_1 = Temp(t_ind13)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc4_2 = Temp(t_ind14)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperature Drop
t_ind15 = find(Time == t_start4 + 90);
t_ind16 = find(Time == t_start4 + 130);
TimeDec4_1 = Time(t_ind15);
TimeDec4_2 = Time(t_ind16);
TempDec4_1 = Temp(t_ind15)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec4_2 = Temp(t_ind16)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 5
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 5 in t_start5
t_start5 = 5935.5;
%Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for
trial 5
% Temperature Rise
t_ind17 = find(Time == t_start5 + 1.5);
t_ind18 = find(Time == t_start5 + 4);
TimeInc5_1 = Time(t_ind17);
TimeInc5_2 = Time(t_ind18);
TempInc5_1 = Temp(t_ind17)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc5_2 = Temp(t_ind18)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperature Drop
t_ind19 = find(Time == t_start5 + 90);
t_ind20 = find(Time == t_start5 + 130);
TimeDec5_1 = Time(t_ind19);
TimeDec5_2 = Time(t_ind20);
TempDec5_1 = Temp(t_ind19)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec5_2 = Temp(t_ind20)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 6
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 6 in t_start6
%Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for
t_start6 = 6965;
trial 6
% Temperature Rise
t_ind21 = find(Time == t_start6 + 1.5);
t_ind22 = find(Time == t_start6 + 4);
TimeInc6_1 = Time(t_ind21);
TimeInc6_2 = Time(t_ind22);
TempInc6_1 = Temp(t_ind21)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc6_2 = Temp(t_ind22)+273.15; %[K]
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% Temperatrue Drop
t_ind23 = find(Time == t_start6 + 90);
t_ind24 = find(Time == t_start6 + 130);
TimeDec6_1 = Time(t_ind23);
TimeDec6_2 = Time(t_ind24);
TempDec6_1 = Temp(t_ind23)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec6_2 = Temp(t_ind24)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 7
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 6 in t_start6
t_start7 = 7962.5;
%Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for
trial 6
% Temperature Rise
t_ind25 = find(Time == t_start7 + 1.5);
t_ind26 = find(Time == t_start7 + 4);
TimeInc7_1 = Time(t_ind25);
TimeInc7_2 = Time(t_ind26);
TempInc7_1 = Temp(t_ind25)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc7_2 = Temp(t_ind26)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperatrue Drop
t_ind27 = find(Time == t_start7 + 90);
t_ind28 = find(Time == t_start7 + 130);
TimeDec7_1 = Time(t_ind27);
TimeDec7_2 = Time(t_ind28);
TempDec7_1 = Temp(t_ind27)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec7_2 = Temp(t_ind28)+273.15; %[K]
%% Measurement Trial 8
% Insert time of initial temperature rise in for trial 6 in t_start6
%Start time[sec] when slug first entered jet for
t_start8 = 8802;
trial 6
% Temperature Rise
t_ind29 = find(Time == t_start8 + 1.5);
t_ind30 = find(Time == t_start8 + 4);
TimeInc8_1 = Time(t_ind29);
TimeInc8_2 = Time(t_ind30);
TempInc8_1 = Temp(t_ind29)+273.15; %[K]
TempInc8_2 = Temp(t_ind30)+273.15; %[K]
% Temperatrue Drop
t_ind31 = find(Time == t_start8 + 90);
t_ind32 = find(Time == t_start8 + 130);
TimeDec8_1 = Time(t_ind31);
TimeDec8_2 = Time(t_ind32);
TempDec8_1 = Temp(t_ind31)+273.15; %[K]
TempDec8_2 = Temp(t_ind32)+273.15; %[K]
%% Calculate the slopes of the linear regions between the indicies
dTdtpos1 = (TempInc1_2 - TempInc1_1)/(TimeInc1_2 - TimeInc1_1);
dTdtneg1 = (TempDec1_2 - TempDec1_1)/(TimeDec1_2 - TimeDec1_1);
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dTdtpos2
dTdtneg2
dTdtpos3
dTdtneg3
dTdtpos4
dTdtneg4
dTdtpos5
dTdtneg5
dTdtpos6
dTdtneg6
dTdtpos7
dTdtneg7
dTdtpos8
dTdtneg8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(TempInc2_2
(TempDec2_2
(TempInc3_2
(TempDec3_2
(TempInc4_2
(TempDec4_2
(TempInc5_2
(TempDec5_2
(TempInc6_2
(TempDec6_2
(TempInc7_2
(TempDec7_2
(TempInc8_2
(TempDec8_2

-

TempInc2_1)/(TimeInc2_2
TempDec2_1)/(TimeDec2_2
TempInc3_1)/(TimeInc3_2
TempDec3_1)/(TimeDec3_2
TempInc4_1)/(TimeInc4_2
TempDec4_1)/(TimeDec4_2
TempInc5_1)/(TimeInc5_2
TempDec5_1)/(TimeDec5_2
TempInc6_1)/(TimeInc6_2
TempDec6_1)/(TimeDec6_2
TempInc7_1)/(TimeInc7_2
TempDec7_1)/(TimeDec7_2
TempInc8_1)/(TimeInc8_2
TempDec8_1)/(TimeDec8_2

-

TimeInc2_1);
TimeDec2_1);
TimeInc3_1);
TimeDec3_1);
TimeInc4_1);
TimeDec4_1);
TimeInc5_1);
TimeDec5_1);
TimeInc6_1);
TimeDec6_1);
TimeInc7_1);
TimeDec7_1);
TimeInc8_1);
TimeDec8_1);

% Constant Values
rho = 8940; % [kg/m^3]
% [J/kgK]
Cp = 390;
l = .0126; % [m]
% Heat Transfer Equations
Ht1 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos1
Ht2 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos2
Ht3 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos3
Ht4 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos4
Ht5 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos5
Ht6 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos6
Ht7 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos7
Ht8 = (rho*Cp*l*(dTdtpos8

%% Create
P1_ind1 =
P1_ind2 =
P2_ind1 =
P2_ind2 =
P3_ind1 =
P3_ind2 =
P4_ind1 =
P4_ind2 =
P5_ind1 =
P5_ind2 =
P6_ind1 =
P6_ind2 =
P7_ind1 =
P7_ind2 =
P8_ind1 =
P8_ind2 =
TimeP1
TempP1
TimeP2
TempP2
TimeP3
TempP3
TimeP4

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

-

dTdtneg1))/10000
dTdtneg2))/10000
dTdtneg3))/10000
dTdtneg4))/10000
dTdtneg5))/10000
dTdtneg6))/10000
dTdtneg7))/10000
dTdtneg8))/10000

the data range for the two subplots
find(Time == t_start1 - 5);
find(Time == t_start1 + 140);
find(Time == t_start2 - 5);
find(Time == t_start2 + 140);
find(Time == t_start3 - 5);
find(Time == t_start3 + 140);
find(Time == t_start4 - 5);
find(Time == t_start4 + 140);
find(Time == t_start5 - 5);
find(Time == t_start5 + 140);
find(Time == t_start6 - 5);
find(Time == t_start6 + 140);
find(Time == t_start7 - 5);
find(Time == t_start7 + 140);
find(Time == t_start8 - 5);
find(Time == t_start8 + 140);
Time(P1_ind1:P1_ind2);
Temp(P1_ind1:P1_ind2);
Time(P2_ind1:P2_ind2);
Temp(P2_ind1:P2_ind2);
Time(P3_ind1:P3_ind2);
Temp(P3_ind1:P3_ind2);
Time(P4_ind1:P4_ind2);
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]
[w/cm^2]

TempP4
TimeP5
TempP5
TimeP6
TempP6
TimeP7
TempP7
TimeP8
TempP8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Temp(P4_ind1:P4_ind2);
Time(P5_ind1:P5_ind2);
Temp(P5_ind1:P5_ind2);
Time(P6_ind1:P6_ind2);
Temp(P6_ind1:P6_ind2);
Time(P7_ind1:P7_ind2);
Temp(P7_ind1:P7_ind2);
Time(P8_ind1:P8_ind2);
Temp(P8_ind1:P8_ind2);

%% Plots
% Collective Heat Flux Data
figure(1)
plot(Time,Temp)
title('Temperature Curve for a Copper Slug Held in a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind1),Temp(t_ind1),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind2),Temp(t_ind2),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind3),Temp(t_ind3),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind4),Temp(t_ind4),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind5),Temp(t_ind5),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind6),Temp(t_ind6),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind7),Temp(t_ind7),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind8),Temp(t_ind8),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind9),Temp(t_ind9),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind10),Temp(t_ind10),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind11),Temp(t_ind11),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind12),Temp(t_ind12),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind13),Temp(t_ind13),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind14),Temp(t_ind14),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind15),Temp(t_ind15),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind16),Temp(t_ind16),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind17),Temp(t_ind17),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind18),Temp(t_ind18),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind19),Temp(t_ind19),'mo')
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hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot
hold
plot

on
(Time(t_ind20),Temp(t_ind20),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind21),Temp(t_ind21),'ro')
on
(Time(t_ind22),Temp(t_ind22),'ro')
on
(Time(t_ind23),Temp(t_ind23),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind24),Temp(t_ind24),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind25),Temp(t_ind25),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind26),Temp(t_ind26),'ro')
on
(Time(t_ind27),Temp(t_ind27),'ro')
on
(Time(t_ind28),Temp(t_ind28),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind29),Temp(t_ind29),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind30),Temp(t_ind30),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind31),Temp(t_ind31),'ro')
on
(Time(t_ind32),Temp(t_ind32),'ro')

figure(2)
% Trial 1
subplot(4,2,1)
plot (TimeP1,TempP1)
title('Trial 1: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind1),Temp(t_ind1),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind2),Temp(t_ind2),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind3),Temp(t_ind3),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind4),Temp(t_ind4),'mo')
% Trial 2
subplot(4,2,2)
plot (TimeP2,TempP2)
title('Trial 2: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind5),Temp(t_ind5),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind6),Temp(t_ind6),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind7),Temp(t_ind7),'mo')
hold on
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plot (Time(t_ind8),Temp(t_ind8),'mo')
% Trial 3
subplot(4,2,3)
plot (TimeP3,TempP3)
title('Trial 3: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind9),Temp(t_ind9),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind10),Temp(t_ind10),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind11),Temp(t_ind11),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind12),Temp(t_ind12),'mo')
% Trial 4
subplot(4,2,4)
plot (TimeP4,TempP4)
title('Trial 4: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind13),Temp(t_ind13),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind14),Temp(t_ind14),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind15),Temp(t_ind15),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind16),Temp(t_ind16),'mo')
% Trial 5
subplot(4,2,5)
plot (TimeP5,TempP5)
title('Trial 5: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind17),Temp(t_ind17),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind18),Temp(t_ind18),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind19),Temp(t_ind19),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind20),Temp(t_ind20),'mo')
% Trial 6
subplot(4,2,6)
plot (TimeP6,TempP6)
title('Trial 6: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind21),Temp(t_ind21),'ro')
hold on
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plot
hold
plot
hold
plot

(Time(t_ind22),Temp(t_ind22),'ro')
on
(Time(t_ind23),Temp(t_ind23),'mo')
on
(Time(t_ind24),Temp(t_ind24),'mo')

% Trial 7
subplot(4,2,7)
plot (TimeP7,TempP7)
title('Trial 7: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind25),Temp(t_ind25),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind26),Temp(t_ind26),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind27),Temp(t_ind27),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind28),Temp(t_ind28),'mo')
% Trial 8
subplot(4,2,8)
plot (TimeP8,TempP8)
title('Trial 8: Five Second Copper Slug Exposure to a Plasma Jet')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind29),Temp(t_ind29),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind30),Temp(t_ind30),'ro')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind31),Temp(t_ind31),'mo')
hold on
plot (Time(t_ind32),Temp(t_ind32),'mo')
% Overlap of Temperature Rise Slopes
figure(3)
plot(TimeP1 -t_start1,TempP1,'r-')
hold on
plot(TimeP2 - t_start2,TempP2,'b-')
hold on
plot(TimeP3 - t_start3,TempP3,'g-')
hold on
plot(TimeP4 - t_start4,TempP4,'y-')
hold on
plot(TimeP5 - t_start5,TempP5,'c-')
hold on
plot(TimeP6 - t_start6,TempP6,'m-')
hold on
plot(TimeP7 - t_start7,TempP7,'k-')
hold on
plot(TimeP8 - t_start8,TempP8,'r--')
title('Comparison of the Heat Transfer Rates for Each Trial')
xlabel('Time (Seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin)')
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Matlab Uncertainty Code:
%%%% Heat Flux calculator and uncertainty determination
clear
clc
%%% note that dT in C is equal to dT in K
%%% rise
T1 = 48.8223; %[C]
T2 = 84.5826; %[C]
t1 = 15.5; %[sec]
t2 = 18; %[sec]

%%% fall
T3 = 140.4036; %[C]
T4 = 127.0503; %[C]
t3 = 104; %[sec]
t4 = 144; %[sec]
%%% slug data
Cp = 390; %[J/kg-K]
rho = 8940; %[kg/m3]
L = 0.0126; %[m]
%%% measurement and value errors
DT = 1; %[C]
Dt = 0.29; %[sec]
DCp = 1; %[J/kg-K]
Drho = 5; %[kg/m3]
DL = 0.0003; %[m]

q = rho*Cp*L*((T2-T1)/(t2-t1)) - rho*Cp*L*((T3-T4)/(t4-t3)); %[W/m2]
q = q/10000 %[W/cm2]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% fall uncertainty
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dqdrho = Cp*L*(T2-T1)/(t2-t1);
dqdCp = rho*L*(T2-T1)/(t2-t1);
dqdL
= rho*Cp*(T2-T1)/(t2-t1);
dqdT1 = -rho*Cp*L/(t2-t1);
dqdT2 = rho*Cp*L/(t2-t1);
dqdt1 = -rho*Cp*L*(T2-T1)/(t1^2); %%%
place holder and not entriely correct.
dqdt2 = -rho*Cp*L*(T2-T1)/(t2^2); %%%
place holder and not entriely correct.

this is a simpfilication for a
Can adjust later
this is a simpfilication for a
Can adjust later

dq_rise = sqrt( (dqdrho^2)*(Drho^2) + (dqdCp^2)*(DCp^2) +
(dqdL^2)*(DL^2) +...
(dqdT1^2)*(DT^2) + (dqdT2^2)*(DT^2) + (dqdt1^2)*(Dt^2) +
(dqdt2^2)*(Dt^2) ); %[W/m2]
dq_rise = dq_rise/10000 %[W/cm2]
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% fall uncertainty
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dqdrho = Cp*L*(T4-T3)/(t4-t3);
dqdCp = rho*L*(T4-T3)/(t4-t3);
dqdL
= rho*Cp*(T4-T3)/(t4-t3);
dqdT3 = -rho*Cp*L/(t4-t3);
dqdT4 = rho*Cp*L/(t4-t3);
dqdt3 = rho*Cp*L*(T4-T3)/((t4-t3)^2); %%% this
for a place holder and not entriely correct. Can
dqdt4 = -rho*Cp*L*(T4-T3)/((t4-t3)^2); %%% this
for a place holder and not entriely correct. Can

is a simpfilication
adjust later
is a simpfilication
adjust later

dq_fall = sqrt( (dqdrho^2)*(Drho^2) + (dqdCp^2)*(DCp^2) +
(dqdL^2)*(DL^2) +...
(dqdT3^2)*(DT^2) + (dqdT4^2)*(DT^2) + (dqdt3^2)*(Dt^2) +
(dqdt4^2)*(Dt^2) ); %[W/m2]
dq_fall = dq_fall/10000 %[W/cm2]
dq = dq_fall + dq_rise
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